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Abstract: This paper summarizes the traffic signal control performances during the period of
traffic saturatiori. 

'The efficiency of traffic operations in various ffatlic condttton^s_and srgnal

;;;i;;iil.th;ni are inveitigated. The study focuses on two types of^sahuated traffic depaqd;
;;;;ffii;a-timJ-aepenaeit. The study llso explores varibirs_ traffic control strategies for
;;;;;i;d;raitioni.'firev range from f'rxed timeio real-time ad-aptive conffol. The analyses

;;-il;rrly;nducted using COtrStM simulation. Theimpacts of the control o! delay, queue,

fu;ffiil"*piion, ana othir indicators zue assessed. The iesults of each control.are compared

;; th;'6"iiol-iiiat vields the highest performance in each traffic scenario is disclosed. The

iir-rfti"i tiii]ililaicl witt lead td the 6efier traffic control and operations which accounts for
congested conditions.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Sienal control is a common practice in the management of-traffic in urban areas. The traffic
J"it ,jt-i,"i * iauantug. oriits adaptability to c'i.rrrent traffic conditions. Many.of existing
tiafnC 

"ontrot 
systems ire designed io--copewith variable traffrc conditions, from. low flow to

ii[f, ho* i6n"i'is well as varying traffic volume. Nonetheless., few of them exclt'."ively deal
*itii iaturatea traffrc conditions.Vany cities experience-the situation where the demand fbr
i;;ffi;G;i;s thoush a road link ex6eeds its capacity during _considerable time period in a
auy fhis. slturatei[ traffrc condition makes aggravating ffaffic congestion that lasts tor
expanslve tlme.

The attempts to yield more efficient signal control methods are dated back 30 years ago.by
;";;;i redearchers. The review is summarized in Organisatio-n of -Economic Co-operation
and Development, OECD (1981). There have been many traffic signal control techmques

;;aifiblti;tope with a vaiiety <if traffrc conditions. Sorie researchers have worked on the

tt"6iiii.a sofutions while [he practitioners have adopted those. findings. into many-

commercial signal control systems. It is noted that many systems Iack the slgnal controt
aiiiimi*tion Exclusively foi saturated traffic conditions. 

_ 
Moieove5, there is no comparative

;t,idv ;; the effectivenels of each signal control method in a traffic control condition. In
iaA;iion. ttt".e is no investigation of th-e performance over the range of the traffic volumes.

This naoer addresses the testing and cornparative study of various traffic signal control

-ittJdiunae. diverse traffic co-nditions. The focus ainis at the signal control in saturated

.onditiont, both constant and time-varying traffic levels.

2. THEORETICAI, BACKGROUND

Manv theoretical researches of optimal signal control have been done for many decades.. The

i,iiif lir*inition was conducieci by }igorous mathematical formulation. and analysis.

W"6s.i *us the first who extensively' investigated signal performance and signal setting

method for undersaturated traffic flow condition. The examination on tratlic. slgnakontrol ln
*d.iruru.ut.d (or low flow) condition is ^now more or less well researcled. The siqlal

"""iJ ooti"v ii to yield thb maximum efficient use and minimize travel time loss. Ihe
#;ii;it'*.,ri"piion irf the signal control is that the interference between intersections is

iii,EGiU[ ft ii iontrol policy-is adopted in many commercial signal control systems, such as
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TRANSYT, SYNCHROTM, and SCOOT. Most of them recommend the sienal settins with a
method similar to Webster's calculation and by means of an optimization mEthod.

The traffic signal control near or in saturated conditions has also long been studied. These
signal conhol methods are reviewed by OECD (1981) and Shepherd (1992). The controls in
these traffic conditions are somewhat more difficult than the low flow conditions since thev
require much of real-time traffic information and more adaptive signal setting. Some specidl
conffol procedures are required to deal with the effect 

-of 
que-ues that iiteract adiacent

intersections. The concept of queue management is sugdested to reDlace the 
-delav

minimization policy, although this is not directly applied in ri6st commercial sisnal contrdl
software. Quinn (1992) suggested that the queut length should determine the siEnal control
policy during saturated traffic condition. Figure I -shows that once the quelie leneth is
permanently developed at intersection approachts, the contro! method should ihift fromtelav
minimization to capacity maximization. When the queues extend to fill the approaches (or thl
queue storages are full), then the signal should be adiusted so that the interse'ction blocliase is
prevented. After the oversaturation is over, the signal is set to fasten the release ofthe qufires.

i
I

QUEUE
LENGTH

Figure 1 . Signal control by queue management technique (euinn, 1992)

Although several c,onqepts of .signal contro.l in satuated conditions are recotnmended, there
ge, o$y tew work that explicitly investigate the performance and practicality ol these
technlques.

Two-major limitations of the application of the signal control policy in saturated conditions
are_(l) when an! hoy fast the iontrol methods shduld be impleinent6d and dtiG d;ili;f
traffic information for signal-control should be obtained. Most commerciaf .isnii-.oni.oi
systems have "sluggishnels" factor that prevents the signal from sudden ct ansi. thii ;;;'b;
g_lnajgr limiution since.the timings duriiig the queue-!,rowing period r"quir;i"riidu;6fi""
Yle.lcllng more aclvanced control requrres also an amount of traffic data, real-time and more
Irequent.. Not only trafllc volume tn each movement but alsg.gueue length or another queue
information is_reguested for signal control determination. Thfs meanslnore investmeirt on
traflic data gathering effort and more accuracy.

-1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The_study is.designed to compare the perforrnance of signal control methods under various
traffic conditions.

As it is impossible to experiment the control across geometric confiquration. a hvpothetical
nerwork is selected to be a test bed for this study. A road netwdrk coniists',jf a nr.-
intersection corridor whose the middle intersection intersects with another major street. The
layout of_ the test network is shown in Figure 2. It is noted that the cons"truction of thi
network does not mean to represent any real-world road network but builds the reference level

TIME +
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for comparison. The dimension of the test network is associated with the duration of study
(simulation time) and tested traffic volumes.

Figure 2. Network for testing signal control

Two tlDes of traffrc are examined: constant and time-dependent conditions. The constant
traffic-ionditions are the traflic operation where the levefs of traffic volumes enterine the
network are assumed constant throughout the simulation period, although the actual simuJated
volumes may slightly vary due to stochastic nature of simulation. The-time-dependent traffic
conditions are the traffic operation where the volumes of enterins volumes varv over time.
This represents the peak driration in the real world. The peak dw-ation can be the rush-hour
peak period or the sruge of trafEc due to abnormal higMow flow such as the traffic from
specral events.

The levels of traffic volumes and the duration of studv are arransed to cover the low-flow and
high-flow traftic conditions. At the higher flow, raffrc ri'ay be saturated and queue
accumulation may take place. The test environment (road network, traflic volume, and
simulation period) is established to depict a variety of traffrc conditions, from undersaturation
to oversaturation, with hnd without queue spillback.

To supply various traffrc conditions, the traffic is loaded on this network so that the degree of
saru*-ition (DS) of traffic at the critiial intersection (bottleneck) is at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, a;d 1.2.
The traffrc conditions are then classified into two main categories: undersaturated (DS < 0.8)
and saturated conditions (DS > 1.0).

At the undersaturated traffrc level, two traffrc factors are varied; proportion of traffic on main
and cross streets, and the level of iraffic demand (or volume/cbpa-city ratio). Some of the
traffic.conditions are partially tested to undershnd the trend ariA tne cons6quences of the
control.

Table 1. Design of experiment on traffic levels to be tested in constant traffic conditions

Traffic Level
(v/c)

Proportion of traffic on main and cross streets (main street : cross street)

l:1 I .33: I 1.5:1 1.67:l 2:l 2.67:1 3:1 4:1

0.4 x
0.6 x x
0.8 x x X
1.0 x X x x
1.2 x x x
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Special attention is paid to the undersaturated and saturated conditions where traffic levels are
tiir,e-dependent. The schematic representation of varying traffic flow in satuated conditions
is illustrated in Figwe 3, to see the whole effect of oversaturation.

Volume

Time
Time Period

Figure 3. Time-dependent traffic flow in saturated condition

The sienal control methods to be tested are:
M"ihqd I - Ulfng the historical taffic volume_ - -

This traffic-signal control setting uses Webster's signal setting m,
cy'cle time *{ g.e.n time. Ho#ev^er, at a saturatedtraffic coiditi
This traffic-signal control setting uses Webster's signal setting method to calculate
cvcle time and qreen time. However, at a saturated traffic condition the cycle timeion the cvcle time
,,Jitt Ue set at th; maximum value (240 seconds). The cycle time.does not. Iiave to.be
set identical for each intersection in the netwoik. In other words, each intersection
will onerate individuallv. There is no attempt to adiust the signal according to the
critical intersection. Tliere is no offset sening for"this meth6d. During varylngcritical intersection. Tliere is no offset setting for"this meth6d. During varylng
volume conditions, the volume of traffic is assumed to be known (from historicalvolume conditions, the volume of traffic is assumed to be known (from-histoiicd
volume pattem) and the signal setting is adjusted right away according to the
estimated volunies. This method represents an individual signal operation.

Method 2 - Consider Drosression on the main road
This method pays ittention on t}re progression on the main flow movements. The
cvcle time and'offset on the main riad are svnchronized. The cvcle time is
dltermined from a critical intersection (where the highest intersectidn degree of
saturation takes place). The green time is allocated as the proportion of traffic volume
in each direction. The offset in the low flow condition is set to minimize stoDs or
maximize the green band on the main roads. In a constant saturated traffic condition,
the negative oft'set is set to synchronize the movement of queue on the road link and
the trafiic entering from upstream intersection. The procedure follows Pignataro
et.al. (1978): In the time-dependent flow situation, the signal setting is adjusted
according to estimated traffic volume as in the method 1. This method represents a
conventional fixed time signal setting as area traffic control in which all intersections
in the resion (network) are coordinated.

Method 3 - Uiine in avera{e historical traffic volume
This metho"d will be Ised only in the time-dependent traffic condition. The method
averages the volume of traffic during the entire range of study duration and adjusts
the cy"cle time and green time using Webster's technique. The frocedure is simil"ar to
the method l, each intersection operates individually and no offset setting. This
control method represents the decentralized fixed time control at each intersection
when traffic data iS aggregated and no real-time data is available.

Method 4 - Using real-time actua! counts
This methbd utilizes the real-time traffic data measured at each intersection
approaches. The traffic counts are then used to modifu cycle time and green time for
ehih individual intersection. The offset is not set for this method. This method
reDresents an adaotive signal control using real-time traffic information at each
iniersection. It irirplies air adaptive deceniralized traffic control with no linkage
between intersections.

Method 5 - Using a storage management concept
This method is use? only ihen a road l'ink is filled by a traffic queue, basically at
oversaturated traffic situetions. The signal control is calculated using queue storage
conceDt to Drevent a oueue blockage af an upstream intersection. Since this method
is useh in saturated ccjndition, the -cycle timti is set at the maximum of 240 seconds.
Green time is allocated due to the spaces on the do'*nstream links. There is no offset
setting for this method.
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The simulation is used to test the signal control methods. Two candidates of simulation
programs are TRANSYT-7F and CORSIM. ln 1999, Federal Highway Administration in the
UnlieO States has released the version 8 of TRANSYT-7F sim-ulatidn software. Althoueh
traffic is macroscopicallv modeled. the software is claimed the capabilitv of simulatiie
oversaturated uaflii condition. However, from the early investigation, it is fo-und that there i!
a significant restriction on the TRANSYT-7F in that it could accurately report the results only
whei the queues are not accumulating up to two consecutive cycles. If th<i queues accumulate
beyond the program limit, then the program outputs would wrongly reported. It is plausible to
accept only the results in only undersaturated trafiic conditions.

The CORSIM is a microscopic simulation mode! that could be used without the above
problem. The program has been validated by many agencies in the United States and
accepted for all uaffic projects. The model can convincingly replicate the oversaturated
traffic conditions where a traffic queue extends from one intersection to another. The program
is flexible in altering the signal dmings. The outputs of the programs are meaiuris of
effectiveness (MOEs) that indicate the performance of the signal operations. The indicators
used for this study are:

Average delay per vehicle
Queue time (or waiting time)
Fuel consumption
Carbonmonoxide level (as a measure of environmentai impact)
Throughput

4. FINDINGS

4.1. Signal Control Performance in Constant Undersaturated Traffic Conditions

The traffic condition allows the siqnal control a wide ranp,e of settins and. thus. most of sisnal
control methods are determined ai'd compared. The signEl control p-erforurnnc6s can be fo"und
for two types of traffic volumes; constani and variable-volume during the study duration. For
constant iiaffic volumes, the results are illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Performances ofsignal control in undersaturated conditions
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The followins section will compare the individual intersection delay optimization (method 1),
orovision oi'prosression (methbd 2). and the split real-time adaptation (method 4). At the
iame traffic'vol[me pattims (mairi street: crbss street = l:l), traffrc control method 2,
orovision of progression on the main street, brings about the lowest delay in the low flow
tondirion fuli=X.4 and 0.6). The method I yields slight lower delay thanthe method 4. It
imolies thit the modification of traffic splii using real+ime information does give better
benefits when the constant flow is undersat-urated. Nonetheless, when the flow is heavier (v/c
is 0.8 and above), the real-time signal setting becomes more advantageous. The setting to
favor oroqression results eives the fushest del-ay among the three methods. Considering fuel
consuinption and queue time, the coriclusions d,re similar to the delay deliberation. the iignal
settins for prosress-ion results in the highest performance in the low flow conditions, while the
real-time sblit"senine is the most effiiient in the saturated conditions. However, at the near-
sarurated cbndition o-r v/c =0.8, the tluee indicators dralv a siight different conclusion. At this
traffic conditions- the sisnal settins to yield minimum intersection delay does not give the
Iower averase neiwork vEhicular de'lav than the setting for progression. Nevertheless,-it gives
lower fuel ionsumption and queue time. It is scrutinized thit the progression gives lower
percent stop and this may contribute to lower travel time and thus overall delay (percent stop
by method i is l45o/o while percqnt stop by method 2 is I 18%).

4.2. Signal Control Performance in Constant Saturated Traffic Conditions

From the experiments on the signal control in constant saturated traffrc conditions-, tlrg metlo4
5. the queu'e storase conceptl Droduces the highest performance in terms of delay, fuel
consumption, emiss'ion, and'throughput (Figure O. Thir signal contol method filters-excess
amount'of traffic enterine the critical intersection. Thus, the degree of saturation at to-be-
critical intersection is m-aintained at a certain level, while thdapproaching intersections
cumulate the metered traffic and may tum a new oversaturated intersection.

431,
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It is mentioned that the conEol method 5 creates a wide area of congestigestion. The control
attempts to prevent the interseclion blockage by gi

4.3. Signal Control Performance in Time-dependent Saturated Traffic Conditions

This section shows the degree of effectiveness that each signal control method provides when
there is a surse oftraffrc ilemand. Five control techniques are studied: the intersection delav
minimization-(method l), progression (method 2), deldy minimization-using historical traffit
data (method 3). adaotive solit settine usine real-time volume (method 4). and queue control
(metliod 5). The tesiing is'conducteif on virious levels of the tiaffrc dem'and and two periods
of oeak: lb and 20 miriutes. The difference between the two neriods is that the l0-minute
traffic surge does not produce the spillback (upstream intersechon blockage) while the 20-
minute traffic swge will produce the blockage.

4.3.1. When traflic volume peak period is l0 minutes

The traffic conditions in this consideration are further categorized into 2 groups: the surge is
below the capacity ofthe intersections and the surge is above the capacity ofthe intersections.

W-hen the traffic demand does not exceed capacity in the peak period, the signal control is
aimed at orooerlv adaptins sisnal to yield better efficiency. in addition to make better the
measrues bf 'effe'ctivenlress.' Since theie are a wide variety of traffrc volume levels at each
movement, the findings are compared to illustrate the performances of the signal control in
various matters.

Comparins the control methods at different traffic level during peak duration, it is found that
the cbntroJ method 3, using historical data to set the signallfmings, generates the highest
oerformances in most catesories. The exception is a-t the low traffic level where the
Lrosression still oerforms be-tter. This may be because at the chanqing traffic level it is more
lfrEient to ores6t the sisnal to the anticipated traffic, rather thai bling reactive as in the
control methbd 4. It is aEo worth noting tliat the queue control performs iery badly in a low-

attempts to prevent the intersection blockage by giving green time to uncongested
(unaffected) movements. The traffrc entering the congested area is thls.given shorter green(unaffected) movements. The traffic entering the cohgdsted area is thus given shorter-green
time at the upstream intersections. Then, as time goes by, the surrounded intersections to the
(first) critical intersection Dossess lone oueues. Thus. the conqestion (and oueue) is soread
ttme at the upstream rntersectlons. I hen, as trme goes Dy, tne sr[Tounceo lntersectlons to tne
(first) critical intersection possess long queues. Thus, the congestion (and queue) is spread
fuither from the first critical intersection.
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level surge traffic condition and it performs relatively well (the second highest performance)
when the surge traffic is heavier.
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4.3.2. When traflic volume peak period is 20 minutes

The traffic in this condition is simulated to examine the eflectiveness of signal control when
the traffic level during peak period is over_saturated. At this traffic level, there will be a
blockase at the upstrdain int6rsections. The performances of signal control methods are

display"ed in Figur6 7.
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Figure 7. Performances of traffic signal.c^ontrol in saturated conditions (with spillback)
(Cont'd)

The results of the experiments show the same direction as the condition when traffic volurne
peaJ< of l0 minutes. The presetting of signal timing using historical (or anticipated) traffic
data lcontrol method 3) gives the highest performance except the low traffic condition.'

The performance in this traffic condition can be explained by the throushput. At the lower
traffrc flow level, the control method 3 releases traffic out ofihe networt<'ih tire amount verv
close to control method I and 2. However, at the higher traffrc level, the throushorir
effectiveness of the method 3 becomes more evident. eomparins the lO-minute antr 1O-
minute peak siruation. the controls at the heavier traffrc can allow les-s number of trafl'ic out of
the critical intersection and the network. This is because the queue spillback places more
restriction to the signal control and tberefore forces the signal tb operaie at a shorter cycle.
This creates the lon[er start-up lost time to the entire traffrciperatiori.

It is noted that the control method 5 does not give better results than the control method 3.
Despite the control method 5 is designed to pievent the queue blockage and set the signal
timing according to the synchronize the queue movement and storage, it does not provide
Iower delay nor the total queue time of the road network. This may be because the-control
focuses on the manasement of queue and thus the traffic moves at a lower soeed and is subiect
to lost time due to-the starts inci stops. Unlike the control method 3 ihat has "interial"
metering at the upstream intersections, the-control method 5 attempts to fill the approaches of
the critifal inters6ction and thus prolongs the saturation at the critic'al intersection. 
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4.4 Comparison of signal control methods at different volume levels

ln time-dependent naffic envi-ronments, one traffic signal control techniqug will yield-

different odrformances at different traffrc levels. This section compares the pertormances ot
the sisnaf conffols in various traffic levels. Figure 8 shows the comparison of signal control
n"ififiances in two time-dependent traffiC levels; when the peak traffic levels are
'unaersaturated (degrees of satuiation are 0.6 and 0.8) and the peak periods are 10 and 20

;i;rGi. fhe fiLuri exhibits that in the case of the saturation level of 0.6, most signal control
methods would-perform similarly, as indicated by the similar percentage of increase in the
i"Liisttotal delav. In the hislidr traffrc level, it is found thlt the signal setting to favor
nrosrEssion will liave a discerirable increase in the delay. Therefore, although the signal
iettlns for orop,ression yields the highest performance in many of low flow conditions (as

displiyed in Ffture 9),. ihe performance of this control method is relatively worse when the
flou is higher and vzrylng.
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GToffil
lr2tttvtlnlI

t_
Fipure 8. Comnarison of sisnal control performances when the peak traffic levels are

undErsaturated (degrees ofsituration is 0.6) and the peak periods are l0 and 20 minutes
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When the flow is his,her up to the saturation during the peak period, the conditions can be
classified as (l) the flow dries not produce the interstctiori blockage, and (2) the flow creates

the spillback Xd gridlock. Figure-10 and Figure I I show the performances of traffic control
tectuiiques in both conditions.

Fieure 9. Comparison of signal controi performances when the peak traffic levels are

undErsaturated (degrees of situration is 0.8) and the peak periods are I 0 and 20 minutes
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Figure 10. Comparison of signal control perfor-ances whcn the peak traffic teuets ar.
saturated (the flow does not produce the intersection blockage)
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Figure I l. Comparison of signal control performances when the peak traffic levels are
saturated (the florv creates the spillback and gridlock)

5. CONCLUSION

Ihe performances of traffic^signal control methods, at various traffic flow conditions, are
tested and compzued.using CORSIM microscopic simulation model. The test environments
ar€ destgned so that the ettbctiveness of the controls can be assess in a wide variety of flows.'l'he flow conditions under investigation are undersaturated and saturated, and .o'nrtuni-una
time-dependert.,IX performances are indicated by delay, time in queue. thioughp"t. f,;;l
consumptton. ano uu2 emtsslon.

The results reveal that there is no single control method that gives the highest elficiency in the
entire range of traffic environments.-ln the constant low flo-w condition"s. the control in"tn.a
using historical trafficdata and the methoci to provide the progression give the to*est net*oi[
delay. In the saturated flow conditions, however, the controlly queuimanasement oerforms
the best. In the varying traffic voluine conditions, the setting using averaee"historiial traifri
data gives the lowest delay. The otler measures of effectiven-ess indicate similar conclusions.
although there may be slight alteration in the comparison.

Although the control method using average historical traffic data yields sood performance in
tinre-dependent conditions, this control method creates a spread bf conlestidn to the wider
area. since it makes the spillback ofqueue to the surroundedlntersectionsfto the critical one).

Frorrt the.experiments in rhis study. it is found that the signal should have various conrrol
policies. At lower flow, the signal should employ a contro-l to favor Drosression or control
using the historical traffic data to yield low delay. When the traffic'is leavier. rhe queue
corrtrol should take place.
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